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Abstract
Frequency-division multiplexing is the baseline read-out system for large arrays of
superconducting transition-edge sensors (TES’s) under development for the X-ray
and infrared instruments like X-IFU (Athena) and SAFARI, respectively. In this mul-
tiplexing scheme, the sensors are ac-biased at different frequencies from 1 to 5MHz
and operate as amplitude modulators. Weak superconductivity is responsible for the
complex TES resistive transition, experimentally explored in great detail so far, both
with dc- and ac-biased read-out schemes. In this paper, we will review the current
status of our understanding of the physics of the TES’s and their interaction with
the ac bias circuit. In particular, we will compare the behaviour of the TES nonlin-
ear impedance, across the superconducting transition, for several detector families,
namely: high-normal-resistance TiAu TES bolometers, low-normal-resistance MoAu
TES microcalorimeters and high-normal-resistance TiAu TES microcalorimeters.

Keywords Josephson effect · Frequency-domain multiplexing · Transition-edge
sensors

1 Introduction

The XIFU [1] and the SAFARI [2] instruments on the future X-ray and infrared
space missions Athena and SPICA, respectively, will use the MHz frequency-domain
multiplexing (FDM) technology for the read-out of large arrays of superconducting
transition-edge sensors (TESs). In the MHz-FDM scheme, the TESs are ac-biased in
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the frequency range from 1 to5 MHz and they work as amplitude modulators. The
TES detector physics and its interaction with the read-out circuit are not completely
understood. The TES behaviour under dc and ac bias is strongly affected by proximity
effects caused by the connection to the higher Tc superconducting Nb leads and by
the normal metal structures introduced to suppress the excess noise[3–8]. The TES
behaves typically as an SS’S or SNS junction, and the Josephson effects are regularly
observed both in the response to the perpendicular magnetic field and, under ac bias, in
the changes of the TES reactance across the superconducting transition. Furthermore,
in ac-biased low-ohmic TES microcalorimeters, the Josephson effects are masked
by another frequency-dependent dissipation mechanism, on which we have reported
before [9] and which is related to the generation of eddy currents in the normal metal
structures surrounding the TES. This effect has been systematically studied and the
major sources of ac loss identified [10]. In the framework of the single pixel optimiza-
tion for FDM, it turns out to be useful to compare the performance of detectors with
different physical parameters like the normal resistance RN , the saturation power P ,
the TES size, the TES-absorber coupling topology, and the geometry of the normal
metal structures on the TES. This study is an ongoing process [9], and in this paper,
we will focus on the scaling of the Josephson effect with the resistance and the satura-
tion power of low-ohmicMoAu TESmicrocalorimeters developed at NASA-Goddard
and high-ohmic TiAu TES’s bolometers and microcalorimeters. For the high-ohmic
TiAuSRONTESbolometers and one sample of the low-ohmicMoAuNASA-Goddard
microcalorimeter, we also show the dependency on the bias frequency.We discuss only
the results obtainedwith bare TES’swithout the normal-metal noise-mitigating stripes.

2 RSJ Model for TESMicrocalorimeters Under AC Bias

We review here the theoretical framework currently adopted to explain the experi-
mental observations made so far when a TES works as an amplitude modulator of a
MHz signal. The electrical circuit for a single pixel in a FDM system can be simplified
as shown in Fig. 1. Here, we neglect the effect of the superconducting transformer
normally used with low-ohmic devices to match the impedance of low-ohmic devices
to the LC filter and the Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs).
Therefore, for the low-ohmic MoAu NASA-Goddard detector the values of the filter
inductance L , the SQUID impedance, the bias voltage and the SQUID current noise
are transformed to the values that would be seen at the input of the TES. Typically, a
transformer ratio between 4 and 6 is used.

We consider the TES as a superconducting film S′ connected to the two supercon-
ducting Nb leads S and forming in this way a small, 1-dimensional, SS′S proximity
inducedweak-link. Generally, tomodel the TES, one has to solve the dc and ac Joseph-
son equations simultaneously with the power balance relation [11]. The total current
I (t) flowing in the TES is considered to be the sum of two components, a pair (or
Josephson) current IJ = I0 sin ϕ and a quasi-particle current Iqp = V (t)/R, where ϕ

is the gauge-invariant phase difference between the wave functions of the two super-
conductors S, I0 is the TES critical current, V (t) = V0 cos(ω0t) is the oscillating
voltage across the TES and R(ϕ) is a phase-dependent resistance. The RSJ model
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Fig. 1 Simplified electrical circuit for a single pixel ac bias read-out of a TES-based bolometer or
microcalorimeter

assumes this resistance to be constant and equal to the weak-link normal resistance
RN . Despite this simplification of the problem, the RSJ model has been widely used to
explain the major effects observed in many types of weak-links and Josephson junc-
tions [12], including the TES-based detectors biased at MHz frequencies [8,9]. In the
case of an ac voltage-biased TES, the gauge-invariant phase ϕ oscillates at the bias
frequency ω0, is π/2-out-phase with the voltage and its peak value is proportional to
V0/ω0. An analytical solution can be found for the stationary nonlinear response of
an ac-biased TES [8,11].

In an equivalent electrical circuit, the TES can been represented by a resistance
in parallel with the nonlinear Josephson inductance L J , whose inverse is given by
L−1
J = 2π

Φ0
I0 cosϕ, where Φ0 = 2.067 · 10−15 Wb is the magnetic flux quantum and

we assume a sinusoidal current-phase relation for the TES. The inverse inductance
describes the energy exchange rate of the junction with the coupled electrical circuit.
The Josephson inductance is a non-dissipative element in the FDM circuit and can
be derived from the quadrature component of the measured I–V characteristics in
the FDM read-out. The Josephson inductance depends on the physical properties of
the weak-link and the bias conditions. Along with the resistive transition, it provides
information for the optimization of the TES read-out in the frequency domain. In the
following section, we will study the dependency of the Josephson inductance over the
transition of TES-based microcalorimeters and bolometers.

3 Experimental Results

We report here the results obtained with detectors developed both at NASA-Goddard
and SRON, all based on bare TES’s without the noise-mitigating normal metal struc-
ture. We will consider: microcalorimeters made of MoAu bi-layer TES’s, with sizes
of 50 × 50µm and 100 × 100µm, from a mixed 8 × 8 array fabricated at NASA-
Goddard [10,13]; a 140 × 160µm microcalorimeter with a TiAu TES, from a 5 × 5
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Table 1 Parameters of the TES detectors from SRON and NASA-Goddard

TES Bi-layer Size RN Power Comments
(µm × µm) (mΩ) (pW)

SRON bolometers TiAu 50 × 50 100 ∼ 3 × 10−3 Figs. 2 and 3a, b

GSFC μ-cal∗ MoAu 50 × 50 7–8 2–4 Figs. 2 and 3c, d

GSFC μ-cal MoAu 100 × 100 9 10 Figs. 2 and 3e

SRON μ-cal TiAu 140 × 160 220 8-10 Figs. 2 and 3f

* These pixels were characterized at NASA-Goddard in an ADR cooler hosting SRON/VTT FDM read-out
cold and warm electronics

array fabricated at SRON; and 50 × 50µm SRON TES bolometers [14]. The main
properties of these detectors are given in Table 1. The measurements were done with
the FDM systems developed at SRON [9,10,14,15].

In Fig. 2, we show the Josephson inductance L J , normalized to the TES resistance
R, as a function of R/RN . The data are derived from the TES I–V characteristics
using the in-phase and quadrature information. The local minima and local maxima
indicated on each plot are the points at which the inverse of the Josephson inductance
has its maximum, i.e. cosϕ = ±1. The local minima correspond to values of the
weak-link gauge-invariant phase ϕ = nπ , with n = 0, 2, 4, .., and the local maxima
to ϕ = (n + 1)π .

We observe that when the detectors are biased at higher frequencies, the absolute
value of ω0L J /R, at the local minima and maxima and for a comparable R/RN value,
decreases with increasing bias frequency. This is best seen by looking at the two pairs
of plots (a,b) and (c,d) of Fig. 2. Moreover, detectors with larger power show higher
values of ω0L J /R: in the same figure, the plots are sorted such that the detector power
increaseswith the letters order, i.e. (a) and (b) have the lowest power and (f) the highest.
Finally, lower values of ω0L J /R are observed in low-ohmic devices. As a result of
this, low-ohmic, low-power detectors biased at high frequency generally show, under
ac bias, stronger Josephson effects, which can be quantified by looking at the ratio
IQ/II between the detector quadrature and in-phase current, as shown in Fig. 3.

The SRON low-power TES bolometers (Fig. 3 (a), (b)) show the higher IQ/II
ratio, reaching values of about 25% when biased for example at R/RN = 0.2, even
when they are measured at lower bias frequency with respect for example to the
microcalorimeters. On the contrary, the Josephson current measured in SRON TES
microcalorimeters (Fig. 3f), with high power P and high normal resistance RN , is very
small with IQ/II < 5% over the whole TES transition. The ratio IQ/II is typically
around 10% for the GSFC calorimeters (Fig. 3c–e) at the optimal bias point around
R/RN = 0.2.

The strength of the Josephson effects observed in TES devices scales with the value
of the gauge-invariant superconducting phase difference across the weak-link defined
by the second Josephson equation ϕ = √

PR/ω0, written here in terms of detector
power P and resistance R. This follows naturally from the RSJ model: the higher
the phase difference and the lower the Josephson effects. High saturation power, high
normal resistance and low bias frequency read-out is one way to minimize the weak-
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Fig. 2 Normalized Josephson inductance ω0L j /R as a function of R/RN for the detectors under study.
a, b SRON TiAu TES bolometers; c, d GSFC MoAu, 50µm TES microcalorimeters; e GSFC MoAu,
100µm TES microcalorimeters; f SRON TiAu, 140µm × 160µm TES microcalorimeters. Note that the
vertical scale is a factor of two higher than other plots. The local minima (red dots) correspond to values of
the weak-link gauge-invariant phase ϕ = nπ , with n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , and the local maxima (cyan dots) to
ϕ = (n + 1)π . (Color figure online)
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Fig. 3 TES current in-phase II (upper graph) and the ratio between the quadrature and in-phase current
IQ/II (lower graph), as a function of R/RN for the detectors under study. a,bSRONTiAuTESbolometers;
c, dGSFCMoAu, 50µm TESmicrocalorimeters; eGSFCMoAu, 100µm TESmicrocalorimeters; f SRON
TiAu, 140µm × 160µm TES microcalorimeters. (Color figure online)

link effects in TES’s. The power and the bias frequency is typically constrained by the
scientific application and by the engineering requirements. The only parameter left
free for the optimization is the TES normal resistance. This is at least true in the case
of an ideal weak-link. The TES size and the normal metal structure used to suppress
the excess noise in microcalorimeters contribute as well in shaping the TES resistive
transition [4,5]. The physical processes in the TES are then more complicated than
the ideal case considered here [9,16] and a better understanding of those processes is
essential to further optimize the detectors both in the dc and ac bias configuration.
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4 Conclusions

We have reported on the behaviour of the TES nonlinear impedance, along the super-
conducting transition, for several detector families with different physical parameters.
The results presented here are only a small sample of the data analysed so far. Never-
theless, they are representative of the behaviour typically observed in TES’s read-out
in FDM from 1 to 5MHz. Detectors with high saturation power and high normal resis-
tance, biased at low frequency, show generally small or negligible Josephson current
under ac bias. The Josephson effects are non-dissipative. They do not add noise to the
detector, but they introduce undesired, bias dependent, nonlinearities, which limit the
optimal bias range. To simplify the read-out of large TES array, these effects should
be minimized. We believe that a way to mitigate the weak-link behaviour in ac-biased
detectors is to increase the normal resistance of the TES’s for the same power.

Acknowledgements H.A acknowledges the support of NWO via a Veni grant. SRON is supported finan-
cially by NWO, the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research.
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